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A Simple Example of an SADMT Architecture Specification

1. Introduction

In this paper, a complete specification of a simple SDI Architecture, SDS0 (pronounced SDS naught), and threat is given. This specification includes:

1. an informal description of SDS0,
2. the main program that creates the components of the simulation,
3. the specification of the BM/C³ logical processes of the SDS0,
4. the specification of the Technology Modules (TMs) used by SDS0,
5. the specification of the BM/C³ and TMs of the threat.

This example illustrates the manner in which an SDS architecture can be described in SADMT. The entire architecture, BM/C³ and TMs, is described in SAGEN and was translated by the SAGEN processor into SADMT before being executed.

2. Informal Specification

Components

This sample architecture contains the following components:

Two command posts

Four sensor platforms in geosynchronous orbit

n weapons platforms in low orbit

These components send (through SADMT ports) the following kinds of messages to each other:

1. Command post to all satellites: the current status.
2. Sensor platforms to all components: target detection information
3. Sensor platforms to all components: summaries of target information messages received from other sensor platforms.

The system is always in one of two status levels: war or peace, and the system is initially at peace.

Processing

The following is an outline of the processing that takes place within this system. A command post receives target information continuously from the sensor satellites. It broadcasts a status message (war or peace) to all satellites every ten minutes. When it first receives a message indicating that targets have been detected, it changes status from peace to war and broadcasts that new status immediately. If at war, and no targets are detected for over one hour, the status is changed back to peace.

A sensor scans a designated area and reports all detected targets to all satellites and command posts. In addition, it rebroadcasts a summary of any message it receives from a sensor platform with a higher ID than its own. (The sensor platforms are ordered 1 through 4.)

A full sensor message contains the ID of the sensor sending it, the number of targets detected, and a list of information about the targets (including the current position and velocity of each target). A relayed summary message contains only the ID of the sensor platform that is
relaying it, and the number of targets detected.

A weapons platform receives all messages transmitted by the command posts and sensor platforms. It processes the status messages from the command posts, and as long as the status remains at peace it does not care about the contents of any message from the sensors. Nevertheless, after the weapons platform receives a message changing the status to war, it processes all messages that come directly from a sensor platform (i.e., those that contain the complete target information, not the relayed summaries).

For each sensor message processed, the weapons platform calculates the target with the highest probability of kill ($P_k$). If that $P_k$ is higher that some minimum, it aims and shoots at that target.

The weapon fired is a dumb KKV that travels in the direction it is fired at a constant velocity of 5 km/sec. The weapons platform does not bother to count its remaining KKVs; it keeps playing the game even after it has exhausted its supply.

3. MAIN

The following code is the main program for the SADMT/SF simulation of SDSO. This program creates the initial configuration of platform and starts the simulation.

```pascal
procedure main_sds0 is

    num_sensor_platforms: constant := 4;
    SECONDS: constant := PDL_ticks_per_second;
    MINUTES: constant := 60 * SECONDS;
    HOUR: constant := 60 * MINUTES;

    missile_base_eom: eqn_motion_type := new_eqn_motion_rec;
    post1_eom: eqn_motion_type := new_eqn_motion_rec;
```

UNCLASSIFIED
post_l_param: Command_Post_parameterization_ptr = new Command_Post_parameterization;
post2_param: Command_Post_parameterization_ptr = new Command_Post_parameterization;
sensor_param: Sensor_Platform_parameterization_ptr;
weapon_param: Weapons_Platform_parameterization_ptr;

begin

put_line("The SDS0 simulation:");
CnP_p.platforms_cant_collide(Russian_Missile_Base_Platform_designator,
   Russian_Missile_Base_Platform_designator);
CnP_p.platforms_cant_collide(Russian_Missile_Base_Platform_designator,
   Command_Post_designator);
CnP_p.platforms_cant_collide(Command_Post_designator,
   Command_Post_designator);
CnP_p.platforms_cant_collide(Sensor_Platform_designator,
   Sensor_Platform_designator);
CnP_p.platforms_cant_collide(Russian_Missile_Base_Platform_designator,
   Weapons_Platform_designator);

put_line("Creating Russian Missile Base at " &
   "(55.8 degrees E, 37.9 degrees N.)");
missile_base_eom.position = location(37.9, 55.8);
missile_base_eom.delta_t = max.DL_duration;
missile_base_eom.back_ptr.flag = true;
missile_base_eom.next_rec = missile_base_eom;

Russian_Missile_Base_Platform_CP_pkg.create_platform(
   Russian_Missile_Base_Platform_designator,
   name-> Russian_Missile_Base_Platform_name,
   initiaLposition-> location(37.9, 55.8),
   eqn.motion-> missile_base_eom);
put_line("Creating Command Post 1 at " &
   
   "(255.0 degrees E, 37.5 degrees N.)");
post1_param.cp_id = "CPost 1";
post1_eom.position = location(37.5, 255.0);
post1_eom.delta_t = max.DL_duration;
post1_eom.back_ptr.flag = true;
post1_eom.next_rec = post1_eom;
Command_Post_CP_pkg.create_platform(Command_Post_designator,
   name-> Command_Post_name,
   discr-> PDL_string_ptr(
      new string("1")),
   param -> post1_param,
   initial_position -> location(37.5, 255.0),
   eqn.motion -> post1_eom);
put_line("Creating Command Post 2 at " &
   "(270.0 degrees E, 37.5 degrees N.)");
post2_param.cp_id = "CPost 2";
post2_eom.position = location(37.5, 270.0);
post2_eom.delta_t = max.DL_duration;
post2_eom.back_ptr.flag = true;
post2_eom.next_rec = post2_eom;
Command_Post_CP_pkg.create_platform(Command_Post_designator,
   name-> Command_Post_name,
discr => PDL_string_ptr('new string("PDL")'),
param => post2_param,
initial_position => location(37.5, 270.0),
eqnMotion => post2_eom);

put("Creating ");
put(num_sensor_platforms,1);
put(" Sensor Platforms ");
for ij in 1..num_sensor_platforms loop
sensor_eom := new eqnMotion_rec;
theta := float(ij - 1) * 2.0 * pi / float(num_sensor_platforms);
platform_pos.x := cos(theta) * sensor_radius;
platform_pos.y := sin(theta) * sensor_radius;
platform_pos.z := 0.0;
sensor_eom.position := platform_pos;
sensor_eom.delta_t := max_PDL_duration;
sensor_eom.back_ptr_flag := true;
sensor_eom.next_rec := sensor_eom;
sensor_param := new Sensor_Platform_parameterization;
sensor_param.sr_id := "Sensor ";
put(sensor_param.sp_id(7..7),ij);
sensor_discr := new string(integer_image(ij));
Sensor_Platform_CP_pkg.create_platform(Sensor_Platform_designator,
 name => Sensor_Platform_name,
discr => sensor_discr,
param => sensor_param,
initial_position => platform_pos,
eqnMotion => sensor_eom);
end loop;
new_line;
put("Creating ");
put(Debug_Flags.num_weapons_platforms,1);
put(" Weapons Platforms ");
for ij in 1..numWeapons_platforms loop
weapon_eom := new eqnMotion_rec;
theta := float(ij - 1) * 2.0 * pi / float(numWeapons_platforms);
Platform_pos.x := cos(theta) * weapon_radius;
platform_pos.y := sin(theta) * weapon_radius;
platform_pos.z := 0.0;
weapon_eom.position := platform_pos;
weapon_eom.delta_t := max_PDL_duration;
weapon_eom.back_ptr_flag := true;
weapon_eom.next_rec := weapon_eom;
weapon_param := new Weapons_Platform_parameterization;
weapon_param.wp_id := "WP ";
put(weapon_param.wp_id(3..7),ij);
weapon_discr := new string(integer_image(ij));
Weapons_Platform_CP_pkg.create_platform(Weapons_Platform_designator,
 param => weapon_param,
name => Weapons_Platform_name,
discr => weapon_discr,
initial_position => platform_pos,
eqnMotion => weapon_eom);
end loop;
new_line;
put_line("simulation begins ......... ");
start_simulation(PDL_time_type(HOUR));
end;
4. Message and Port types

The message and port types represent the data that is transferred between processes via SADMT ports and the data that is communicated between platforms via SADMT cones. SADMT defines three message types, and these correspond to the three types of outports of the PIG. All three types are available to the SADMT user via the Cones.n_Platforms package. Nevertheless, three packages which conform to the SAGEN naming conventions are provided. The renamed types are in the following packages:

-------- Renamings of SADMT Packages --------

with Cones.n_Platforms;

package Cone_Msg_pkg is

package wp_EMp renames Cones.n_Platforms.Environ_Msg_pkg;

subtype Cone_Msg is wp_EMp.Cone_Msg;

package PD renames wp_EMp.PDcone;

subtype Cone_Msg_port is PD.T_port;
subtype Cone_Msg_ipptr is PD.T_ipptr;
subtype Cone_Msg_opptr is PD.T_opptr;

end Cone_Msg_pkg;

with Cones.n_Platforms;

package Event_Msg_pkg is

package wp_EMp renames Cones.n_Platforms.Environ_Msg_pkg;

subtype Event_Msg is wp_EMp.Event_Msg;

function end_of_eqn_motion return Event_Msg
renames wp_EMp.end_of_eqn_motion;
function end_of_lifetime return Event_Msg
renames wp_EMp.end_of_lifetime;
function "-"(I,r:Event_Msg) return Boolean
renames wp_EMp "-";

package PD renames wp_EMp.PDevent;

subtype Event_Msg_port is PD.T_port;
subtype Event_Msg_ipptr is PD.T_ipptr;
subtype Event_Msg_opptr is PD.T_opptr;

end Event_Msg_pkg;

with Cones.n_Platforms;

package Platform_Msg_pkg is

package wp_EMp renames Cones.n_Platforms.Environ_Msg_pkg;

subtype Platform_Msg is wp_EMp.Platform_Msg;

package PD renames wp_EMp.PDplat;

subtype Platform_Msg_port is PD.T_port;
subtype Platform_Msg_ipptr is PD.T_ipptr;
subtype Platform_Msg_opptr is PD.T_opptr;

end Platform_Msg_pkg;
The \textit{boolean} type is used by the \textit{Timer} process of the command post as an alarm signal, and the \textit{time} type is used to set the \textit{Timer} process's alarm clock. The two Ada packages that define the \textit{boolean} and \textit{time} message types and port types are given below.

\begin{verbatim}
--- BOOLEAN_PKG ---

with PortDefiner_pkg, Cones.n Platforms;
use Cones.n Platforms;
package Boolean_pkg is

type Boolean_ptr is access Boolean;

Boolean_debug_class : string(1..7) := "Boolean";
procedure put_msg(m: Boolean; indent:integer := 35);
package PD is
   new PortDefiner_pkg (Boolean,
                        put_msg,
                        "BOOLEAN",
                        Boolean_debug_class);

subtype Boolean_port is PD.T_port;
subtype Boolean_ipptr is PD.T_ipptr;
subtype Boolean_opptr is PD.T_opptr;
end Boolean_pkg;

package body Boolean_pkg is
   procedure put_msg(m: Boolean; indent:integer := 35) is
      use PDL.pkg.PDL.IO; use TXT.IO;
   begin
      for i in 1..indent loop
         put("");
      end loop;
      put("BOOLEAN-");
      if m then put("TRUE");
      else put("FALSE");
      end if;
      new_line;
      end put_msg;
end Boolean_pkg;

--- TIME_PKG ---

with PortDefiner_pkg, Cones.n Platforms;
use Cones.n Platforms;
package Time_pkg is

subtype Time is PDL.pkg.PDL.duration_type;

type Time_ptr is access Time;

Time_debug_class : string(1..4) := "Time";
procedure put_msg(m: Time; indent:integer := 35);
package PD is
   new PortDefiner_pkg (Time, put_msg, "TIME", Time_debug_class);

subtype Time_port is PD.T_port;
subtype Time_ipptr is PD.T_ipptr;
end Time_pkg;
\end{verbatim}
Next we define an order as an enumerated type representing the defcon levels that a ground station can broadcast to the platforms. The enumeration is \((\text{DEFCON1, DEFCON2, DEFCON3, DEFCON4, DEFCON5, DEFCON6, DEFCON7})\). Also defined, in a separate package, is the type \(\text{order_ptr}\). The \(\text{ConeDefiner_pkg}\) package is instantiated with the \(\text{order}\) and \(\text{order_ptr}\) types since \(\text{orders}\) are transmitted via SADMT cones. The definitions of \(\text{order}\) and \(\text{order_ptr}\) are separated to conform with the naming conventions of SAGEN. The packages \(\text{Order_pkg}\) and \(\text{Order_ptr_pkg}\) are given below:

\section*{-------- ORDER_PKG --------}

```plaintext
with PortDefiner_pkg, Cones_n_Platforms;
package Order_pkg is
use Cones_n_Platforms;


type Defense_status is (DEFCON1, DEFCON2, DEFCON3, DEFCON4, DEFCON5, DEFCON6, DEFCON7);
type Order is record
  Initiator: string (1..7); = "-----";
  order: Defense_status;
end record;

Order_debug_class: string(1..5):= "ORDER";
procedure put_msg(
  m: Order;
  indent:integer:=20);
package PD is new PortDefiner_pkg(Order, put_msg, Order_debug_class);
package Defense_status_io is
  new PDL_pkg.PDLO.TO.ENUMERATION.IO(Defense_status);
subtype Order_port is PD.T_port;
subtype Order_ipptr is PD.T_ipptr;
subtype Order_opptr is PD.T_opptr;
end Order_pkg;
```

```plaintext
package body Order_pkg is
procedure put_msg(
  m: Order;
  indent:integer:=20) is
  use PDL_pkg.PDLO.T; use TXT.IO;
  begin
    for i in 1..indent loop
      put(" ");
    end loop;
    put("Time = ");
    put(m);
    new_line;
  end put_msg;
end Order_pkg;
```
UNCLASSIFIED

put('');
end loop;
put("Order: initiator=");
put_line(m.Initiator);
for i in 1..indent+3 loop
  put(' ');
end loop;
put("status=");
Defense_status_so.put(m.order);
new_line;
end put_msg;
end Order_pkg;

-------- ORDER_PTR_PKG --------

with Cones_n_Platforms,
  Order_pkg;
package Order_ptr_pkg is
  use Cones_n_Platforms;
  use Order_pkg;
  type Order_ptr is access Order;
  Command_Transmission: constant cone_designator_type

  package CD is new interface_procs.ConeDefiner_pkg(Order,Order_ptr);

  package CAST is new Casting_Functions(Order,Order_ptr);
  function cast_magic_ptr_into_order_ptr(ptr: in PDL.magic_ptr)
    return Order_ptr renames CAST.Cast_magicptr_,To_T._ptr;
  function cast_order_ptr_into_magic_ptr(ptr: in Order_ptr)
    return PDL.magic_ptr renames CAST.Cast_T_ptr_Into_magic_ptr;
end Order_ptr_pkg;

The target type is a record with latitude and longitude entries used by the Russian missile to communicate target locations between its subprocesses. The packages Target_pkg and latitude_n_longitude are given below:

-------- TARGET_PKG --------

with PortDefiner_pkg;

package Target_pkg is
  type Target is record
    latitude: float;
    longitude: float;
  end record;

  Target_debug_class: string(1..6):= "Target";

  procedure put_msg(
    m:Target;
    indent:integer:=20);

  package PD is
    new PortDefiner_pkg(
      Target,
      put_msg,
      "TARGET",
      Target_debug_class),
end Target_pkg;
subtype Target_port is PD.T_port;
subtype Target_ipptr is PD.T_ipptr;
subtype Target_sipptr is PD.T_sipptr;
subtype Target_opptr is PD.T_opptr;
subtype Target_sopptr is PD.T_sopptr;
end Target_pkg;

with PD.pkg;
package body Target_pkg is
  procedure put_msg(
    m: Target;
    indent: integer := 20) is
    use PD.pkg, TXT.pkg, FLT.pkg;
    begin
      for i in 1..indent loop
        put(" ");
      end loop;
      put("Target: Latitude=");
      put(m.latitude);
      new_line;
      end put_msg;
end Target_pkg;

with Cones.n_Platforms, Vector.pkg, Math;

package latitude.n_longitude is
  use Vector.pkg;
  Re: constant := 6.378145e3 * Cones.n_Platforms.PD.Units.per_kilometer;
  function location (latitude, longitude: in float) return vector;
end latitude.n_longitude;

package body latitude.n_longitude is
  use Math;
  function location (latitude, longitude: in float) return vector is
    pos: vector;
    rad_lat: float := latitude * PI / 180.0;
    rad_long: float := longitude * PI / 180.0;
    begin
      pos.x := Re * cos(rad_lat) * cos(rad_long);
      pos.y := Re * cos(rad_lat) * sin(rad_long);
      pos.z := Re * sin(rad_lat);
      return pos;
    end location;
end latitude.n_longitude;
The sense_req type is identical to the cone_type defined by SADMT. Thus, sense_req contains 4 fields, a source_point, and indicator_point, a half_angle, and a blackout_radius. This message type is used to specify the conical scope of a sensor scan. Once again the access type sense_req_ptr is separate from the base type sense_req. This is done to conform with the naming conventions of SAGEN. The packages Sense_Req_pkg and Sense_Req_ptr_pkg are given below:

-------- SENSOR_REQ_PKG --------

with PortDefiner_pkg,
   Vector_pkg,
   PCT_pkg,
   Cones_n_Platforms;

package Sense_Req_pkg is
   subtype Sense_Req is Cones_n_Platforms.cone_type;

   Sense_Req_debug_class: string(1..13):= "Sense_Request";
   procedure put_msg(
      m:Sense_Req;
      indent:integer:=20);
   package PD is
      new PortDefiner_pkg(
         Sense_Req,
         put_msg,
         "Sense_Request",
         Sense_Req.debug_class);
   subtype Sense_Req_port is PD.T.port;
   subtype Sense_Req.mptr is PD.T.mptr;
   subtype Sense_Req.sipptr is PD.T.sipptr;
   subtype Sense_Req.sopptr is PD.T.sopptr;
end Sense_Req_pkg;

package body Sense_Req_pkg is
   procedure put_msg(
      m:Sense_Req;
      indent:integer:=20) is
      use PDL.pkg.PDLIO; use TXT.IO, FLT.IO;
      use Vector_pkg;
      begin
         for i in 1..indent loop
            put(" ");
         end loop;
         put("Sense Request: inidcator.pt- ");
         put_vector(m.indicator_point,0);
         put("source_pt=");
         put_vector(m.source_point,0);
         put_line(" ");
         for i in 1..indent loop
            put(" ");
         end loop;
         put("Half angle=");
         put(m.half_angle);
         put("Blackout Radius=");
         put(m.blackout_radius);
         new_line;
         end put_msg;
end Sense_Req_pkg;
with Cones_n_Platforms,  
    Sense_REQ_pkg;

package Sense_REQ_ptr_pkg is  
    use Cones_n_Platforms;  
    use Sense_REQ_pkg;  

    type Sense_REQ_ptr is access Sense_REQ;  

package CD is  
    new interface_procs.ConeDefiner_pkg(Sense_REQ,Sense_REQ_ptr);  

end Sense_REQ_ptr_pkg;
The Sensor_Cone_pkg package defines two cone_designator_types. The Sensor_Cone is used to distinguish a sensor's radar, and a Sensor_Cone_Reflection is used to distinguish a radar echo. The package Sensor_Cone_pkg is given below:

------- SENSOR_CONE_PKG -------

with Cones_n_Platforms;

package Sensor_Cone_pkg is
use Cones_n_Platforms;

Sensor_Cone: constant cone_designator_type
Sensor_Cone_Reflection: constant cone_designator_type
end Sensor_Cone_pkg;

The Platform_Data_Req_pkg defines an integer used as a signal to request information about the current state of the platform from the Platform_Data(TM). When the TM receives the signal it computes the physical location, speed, velocity, mass, and so on, then this data is sent over the output port in the form of a Platform_Data type. These two message types are given below:

------- PLATFORM_DATA_REQ_PKG -------

with PortDefiner_pkg;

package Platform_Data_Req_pkg is
type Platform_Data_Req is new integer;
type Platform_Data_Req_type is access Platform_Data Req;

Platform_Data_Req_debug_class: string(1..21) := "Platform_data_request";
procedure put_msg(
    m:Platform_Data_Req;
    indent:integer:-20);
package PD is
    new PortDefiner pkg(Platform_Data_Req,
    put_msg,
    Platform_Data_Req.debug_class);

subtype Platform_Data_Req_port is PD.T.port;
subtype Platform_Data_Req_ipptr is PD.T.ipptr;
subtype Platform_Data_Req_sipptr is PD.T.sipptr;
subtype Platform_Data_Req_opptr is PD.T.opptr;
subtype Platform_Data_Req_sopptr is PD.T.sopptr;
end Platform_Data_Req_pkg;

with PD.pkg;
package body Platform_Data_Req_pkg is
    procedure put_msg(
        m:Platform_Data_Req;
        indent:integer:-20) is
        use PDL.pkg.PDLJO; use TXTJO, INTJO;
    begin
        for i in 1..indent loop
            put("");
        end loop;
        put("Platform_Data_Req=");
end Platform_Data_Req_pkg;
package Platform_Data_pkg is
  use Cones_n_Platforms,
  Vector_pkg;

type Platform_Data is record
  designator: platform_designator_type;
  mass: float;
  eqn_motion: eqn_motion_type;
  current_eqn_motion_segment: eqn_motion_type;
  when_arrived_this_segment: float;
  when_leaving_this_segment: float;
  position: vector;
  speed: float;
  velocity: vector;
end record;
type Platform_Data_type is access Platform_Data;

package body Platform_Data_pkg is
  procedure put_msg(m:Platform_Data;
                   indent: integer) is
    use PDLPkg.PDLJo;
    use TXT_J0, FLT_J0, DURATION_J0, INT_J0;
    use Vector_pkg;
    procedure put_indent(offset: integer) is
      begin
        new_line;
        for i in 1..offset loop
          put(" ");
        end loop;
      end put_indent;
    procedure put_eqn_mot(m: eqn_motion_type;
                          indent: integer) is
      p: eqn_motion_type := m;
      i: integer;
  end put_msg;
end Platform_Data_pkg;
back_ptr: boolean := false;
begin
for j in 1..indent loop
  put(' '); 
end loop;
i := 1;
put(i,1);
while p /= null loop
  put_indent(indent+3);
  put("Position=");
  put_vector(m.position,0);
  put_indent(indent+3);
  put("Delta time=");
  put(m.delta_t,1);
  back_ptr := true;
  exit when p.back_ptr_flag;
  back_ptr := false;
p := p.next_rec;
end loop;
put_indent(indent);
if back_ptr then
  put_line("**Back_ptr");
else
  put_line("**NULL");
end if;
end put_eqn_mot;
begin
for i in 1..indent loop
  put(' '); 
end loop;
put("Platform Data: ");
put_indent(indent+3);
put("Designator=");
put(m.designator.all);
put ISSN (indent+3);
put("Mass=");
put(m.mass);
put_indent(indent+3);
put_line("Equation of Motion:");
put_eqn_mot(m.eqn_motion,indent+6);
put_indent(indent+3);
put_line("Current Equation of Motion Segment:");
put_eqn_mot(m.current_eqn_motion_segment,indent+6);
put_indent(indent+3);
put("Arrived in Segment ");
put(m.when_arrived_this_segment,1);
put_indent(indent+3);
put("Leaving Segment ");
put(m.when_leaving_this_segment,1);
put_indent(indent+3);
put("Position=");
put_vector(m.position,0);
put_indent(indent+3);
put("Speed=");
put(m.speed);
put_indent(indent+3);
put("Velocity=");
put_vector(m.velocity,0);
nex
end put_msg;
end Platform_Data_pkg;
The Track_Data.pkg package contains two basic data types. (1) Sensor_ID is an integer subtype for identifying sensor satellites. (2) Track_Data is a record consisting of a Sensor_ID, the number of targets, and a pointer to a linked list of Track_Data_recs. This data type is transmitted between sensor platforms; therefore, an access type and ConeDefiner_pkg must also be defined. The access type Track_Data_ptr and ConeDefiner_pkg are defined in the package Track_Data_ptr_pkg. The Track_Data_rec type is defined in the package Track_Data_rec_pkg. A Track_Data_rec contains information about a single platform. It contains fields for the position and the velocity of a platform along with a pointer to form a linked list. The access type, Track_Data_rec_ptr is a pointer to a list of Track_Data_rec. The three package are given below:

---------- TRACK_DATA_PKG ----------

with PortDefiner_pkg, 
Track_Data_rec_ptr.pkg;

package Track_Data_pkg is
use Track_Data_rec_ptr_pkg;

subtype Sensor_ID is integer;
type Track_Data is record
  initiator: Sensor_ID;
  number_of_targets: integer;
  track_list: Track_Data_rec_ptr;
end record;

Track_Data_debug_class: string(1..10) := "Track_Data";
procedure put_msg(
  m:Track_Data;
  indent:integer:=20);
package PD is
new PortDefiner_pkg(Track_Data, put_msg, "TRACK_DATA", Track_Data_debug_class);

subtype Track_Data_port is PD.T.port;
subtype Track_Data_ipptr is PD.T.ipptr;
subtype Track_Data_ipptr is PD.T.ipptr;
subtype Track_Data_opptr is PD.T_opptr;
subtype Track_Data_opptr is PD.T_opptr;
end Track_Data_pkg;
with PD.pkg;
package body Track_Data_pkg is
procedure put_msg(
  m:Track_Data;
  indent:integer:=20) is
use PD.pkg.PDLIO; use TXT.IO, INT.IO;
begin
  for i in 1..indent loop
    put();
  end loop;
  put("Track Data: initiator=");
  put(integer(m.initiator),1);
  put(" num_of_targets=");
  put(m.number_of_targets,1);
  new_line;
Track_Data_rec_ptr_pkg.put_msg(m.track_list,indent+5);
end;
end Track_Data_pkg;
with Track_Data_rec_ptr_pkg,
        Track_Data_pkg,
        Cones_n_Platforms;

package Track_Data_ptr_pkg is
  use Track_Data_rec_ptr_pkg, Track_Data_pkg, Cones_n_Platforms;

type Track_Data_ptr is access Track_Data;
  Sensor_Data_Transmission: constant cone_designator_type

package CD is
  new interface_procs.ConeDefiner_pkg(
    Track_Data, Track_Data_ptr);

package CAST is new Casting_Functions(Track_Data, Track_Data_ptr);
  function cast_magic_ptr_into_track_data_ptr(ptr: in PDL_magic_ptr)
    return Track_Data_ptr renames CAST.cast_magic_ptr_into_T_ptr;
  function cast_track_data_ptr_into_magic_ptr(tr: in Track_Data_ptr)
    return PDL_magic_ptr renames CAST.T_ptr_into_magic_ptr;
end Track_Data_ptr_pkg;

-------- TRACK_DATA_REC_PKG --------

with PortDefiner_pkg,
        Vector_pkg,
        Cones_n_Platforms;

package Track_Data_rec_ptr_pkg is
  use Vector_pkg, Cones_n_Platforms;

type Track_Data_rec;
type Track_Data_rec_ptr is access Track_Data_rec;
type Track_Data_rec is record
  position: point_type;
  velocity: point_type;
  next_rec: Track_Data_rec_ptr;
end record;

Track_Data_rec_ptr_debug_class: string(1..18):= "Track_Data_Pointer";
procedure put_msg(
  m:Track_Data_rec_ptr;
  indent:integer:=20);

package PD is
  new PortDefiner_pkg(
    Track_Data_rec_ptr,
    put_msg,
    "TRACK_DATA_POINTER",
    Track_Data_rec_ptr_debug_class);

package CD is
  new interface_procs.ConeDefiner_pkg(
    Track_Data_rec, Track_Data_rec_ptr);

subtype Track_Data_rec_ptr_port is PD.T_port;
subtype Track_Data_rec_ptr_ipptr is PD.T_ipptr;
subtype Track_Data_rec_ptr_sipptr is PD.T_sipptr;
subtype Track_Data_rec_ptr_opptr is PD.T_opptr;
subtype Track_Data_rec_ptr_sopptr is PD.T_sopptr;
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package CAST is
  new Casting_Functions(Track_Data_rec, Track_Data_rec_ptr);
function cast_magic_ptr_into_track_data_rec_ptr(ptr: in PDL_magic_ptr) return Track_Data_rec_ptr
  renames CAST.CAST_MAGIC_PTR_TO_TRACK_DATA_PTR;
function cast_track_data_rec_ptr_into_magic_ptr(ptr: in Track_Data_rec_ptr) return PDL_magic_ptr renames CAST_TRACK_DATA_PTR_TO_MAGIC_PTR;

function new_track_data_rec return Track_Data_rec_ptr;
procedure free_track_data_ptr(r: in out Track_Data_rec_ptr);
procedure free_track_data_list(r: in out Track_Data_rec_ptr);
end Track_Data_rec_ptr_pkg;

package body Track_Data_rec_ptr_pkg is
  global_store: Track_Data_rec_ptr := null;

procedure put_msg(m: Track_Data_rec_ptr; indent: integer := 20) is
  use Cones_n_Platforms.PDL_pkg; use TXTIO, INTIO;
  use Vector_pkg;
  p: Track_Data_rec_ptr := m;
  begin
    for i in 1..indent loop
      put(" ");
    end loop;
    put_line("Track_Data_rec_ptr.data=");
    i := 1;
    while p /= null loop
      for i in 1..indent+3 loop
        put(" ");
      end loop;
      p := p.next_rec;
    end loop;
    for j in 1..indent loop
      put(" ");
    end loop;
    put_line("NULL end track_data_rec_ptr");
  end put_msg;

function new_track_data_rec return Track_Data_rec_ptr is
  new_rec: Track_Data_rec_ptr := null;
  begin
    if global_store = null then
      new_rec := new Track_Data_rec;
    else
      new_rec := global_store;
      global_store := global_store.next_rec;
    end if;
    new_rec.next_rec := null;
    return new_rec;
end new_track_data_rec;

procedure free_track_data_ptr(r: in out Track_Data_rec_ptr) is
  begin
    if r /= null then
      r.next_rec := global_store;
      global_store := r;
    end if;
end free_track_data_ptr;
The next package does not define message types or port types; however, it is useful when printing the value of spatial vectors. The package Vector_IO defines the procedure put. Put outputs a vector as the latitude, longitude, and height above the surface of the earth. The package is given below:

```
---------- VECTOR IO ----------
```

```
if length(v) < min_len then
    put("(Center of the Earth)");
    return;
end if;
lat := arcsin(v.z/length(v));
temp := sqrt(v.x*v.x + v.y*v.y);
if temp = 0.0 then
    long := 0.0;
else
    long := arccos(v.y/temp);
end if;
height := length(v) - Latitude_n_Longitude.Re;
lat := lat * 180.0 / \pi;
long := long * 180.0 / \pi;
if v.x < 0.0 then
    long := 180.0 - long;
elsif v.y < 0.0 then
    long := long + 360.0;
end if;
height := height / Cones_n_Platforms.pol_units_per_kilometer;
put("lat = ");
put(lat,fore,aft,exp);
put("deg.,long = ");
put(long,fore,aft,exp);
put("deg.,hgt = ");
put(height,fore,aft,exp);
put("km.");
exception
    when others =>
        put_line("An untrapped exception occurred in" &
            " Vector_IO.put.");
        raise;
end;
end Vector_IO;
5. SDS0 BM/C\(^3\)

The following SAGEN code defines the BM/C\(^3\) processes of SDS0. Figure 5-1 through Figure 5-4 illustrate the SADMT process architecture of the system. Figure 5-1 through Figure 5-3 show the architectures of a Command\_Post, Weapon\_Platform, and Sensor\_Platform, respectively. Figure 5-4 shows the next-level decomposition of the Sensor\_Platform\_Processing process form the Sensor\_Platform platform.

![Command Post Platform Diagram]

Figure 5-1. Command Post Architecture.
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---------- COMMAND POST ----------

--- Command Post Platform Description ---

--- DESCRIPTION ---

- The Command Post (CP) enables the system (by sending an "at war" message) once it hears about any targets. It disables the system (by sending an "at peace" message) after hearing about zero targets for more than an hour.
- The CP sends one of these messages to all satellites every 10 seconds.
- On a peace-to-war transition, a message is sent immediately.

--- PLATFORM SPECIFICATION ---

platform Command_Post := Command_Post is
  parameter cp_id: string(1..7) := ("CP--");
  subprocess Command_Po
  Ground_Station_Communication_TM := (cp_id);
  --- The PIG is a predefined subprocess of every platform
$subdata Order, Track_data, Cone_msg;
$send;

--- PORT LINKAGES ---

with Sensor_Cone_Response_TM_pkg;
$links Command_Post is
$begin
  --- Exclude the Radar Return TM
  exclude_dym_module(MYSELF, Sensor_Cone_Response_TM_pkg.Sensor_Cone_Response_TM_designator);
  --- Connect Command_Post to Ground_Station_Communication_TM
  internal_link (Command_Po
  ground_Station_Communication_TM.Order_xmit);
  internal_link (Ground_Station_Communication_TM.Sensor_data_rcv, Command_Post_Processing.Recv_sensor_msg);
  --- Connect PIG to Ground_Station_Communication_TM
  internal_link (PIG.Beamings,
  ground_Station_Communication_TM.Cone_in);
$send;

--- PROCESS SEMANTICS ---

- The semantics of this platform are defined within its subprocesses.
- Older versions of Sagen required the $task, this one doesn't

--- Command_Post_Processing Process ---

process Command_Post_Processing is
  parameter cp_id: string(1..7) := ("CP--");
$inport Recv_sensor_msg: Track_data;

$outport Send_status_msg: Order;

$subprocess Processor: (cp.id),
    Timer: (cp.id);

$subdata Time, Boolean;

$end;

--- PORT LINKAGES

$links Command_Post_Processing is

$begin

--- Connect Processor to parent (Command_Post_Processing)
    inherited_link (Recv_sensor_msg, Processor.Recv_sensor_msg);
    inherited_link (Processor.Send_status_msg, Send_status_msg);

--- Connect Processor to Timer
    internal_link (Processor.Start_timer, Timer.Start_timer);
    internal_link (Timer.Sound_alarm, Processor.Timer_alarm);

$end;

--- TASK SEMANTICS
--- The semantics are defined in the subprocesses Processor and Timer.
--- Older versions of Sagen required the $task, this one doesn't

--- PROCESS SPECIFICATION

$process Processor is

$parameter cp.id: string(1..7):= "-CP-";

$inport Recv_sensor_msg: Track_data,
    Timer_alarm: Boolean;

$outport Send_status_msg: Order,
    Start_timer: Time;

$end;

--- PORT LINKAGES
--- There are no port linkages within this process
--- Older versions of Sagen required the Slink, this one doesn't

--- TASK SEMANTICS

$task Processor is

Status: Order;
Last_target_time: pdl_time_type;
Targets_detected: Boolean;
Sensor_info: Track_data;
sec: constant := pdl_ticks_per_second;
min: constant = 60 * PDL_ticks_per_second;

$begin

--- Start at peace
Status.Initiator := cp_id;
Status.Order := DEFCON7;

--- Send status to all satellites
Emit (Send_status_msg, Status);

--- *** DEMO MSGS ***
If Current_debug_level > 20 then
Put (cp_id);
Put ("broadcast status ");
If Status.Order = DEFCON1 then
Put ("war.");
elseif Status.Order = DEFCON7 then
Put ("peace.");
end if;
Put ("T=");
Put (Current_PDL_time);
New_line;
end if;
--- *** DEMO MSGS ***

--- Start the 10 second timer
Emit (Start_timer, 10*sec);

loop

--- If no msgs are waiting, then
If (Port_length (Recv.sensor.msg) = 0) AND
(Port_length (Timer_alarm) = 0) then

--- Wait 10 sec to send next status msg or
--- until msg arrives from sensors
Wait_for_activity;

else

--- If any msgs arrived from the sensors, then
If Port_length (Recv_sensor_msg) > 0 then

--- Check to see if any sensors report targets
Targets_detected := FALSE;
for i in 1..Port_length (Recv_sensor_msg) loop
Sensor_info := Port_data (Recv_sensor_msg);

--- *** DEMO MSGS ***
If Current_debug_level > 20 then
Put (cp_id);
Put ("recvd msg from sensor");
Put (Sensor_info.Initiator);
Put (".");
Put (Sensor_info.Number_of_targets);
Put (" targets detected.");
Put (" T=");
Put (Current_PDL_time);
New_line;
end if;
--- *** DEMO MSGS ***

Consume (Recv_sensor_msg);
if Sensor_info.Number_of_targets > 0 then
Targets_detected := TRUE;
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end if;
end loop;

--- If any sensors report targets detected, then
if Targets_detected then

--- If status had been peace, then change to war
if Status.Order = DEFCON7 then
Status.Order := DEFCON1;

--- Send status msg to all satellites
Emit (Send_status_msg, Status);

--- *** DEMO MSGS ***
if Current_debug_level > 20 then
Put (cp_id);
Put (" broadcast status ");
Put (" war.");
Put (" T- ");
Put (Current_PDL_time);
New_line;
end if;
--- *** DEMO MSGS ***

--- Record the last time targets were seen
Last_target_time := Current_PDL_time;
end if;
end if;
else
--- Timer must have gone off
--- Remove the Timer msg from the queue
Consume (Timer_alarm);

--- Send status msg to all satellites
Emit (Send_status_msg, Status);

--- *** DEMO MSGS ***
if Current_debug_level > 20 then
Put (cp_id);
Put (" broadcast status ");
if Status.Order = DEFCON1 then
Put (" war.");
elsif Status.Order = DEFCON7 then
Put (" peace.");
end if:
Put (" T- ");
Put (Current_PDL_time);
New_line;
end if;
--- *** DEMO MSGS ***
end if;

--- If at war and no targets are detected for 1 hr, then
--- return to peaceful status.
if Status.Order = DEFCON1 then
if Current_PDL_time > Last_target_time + 60*min then
Status.Order := DEFCON7;
end if;
end if;
end if;
end loop;
exception
when others => Put_line("***Some error in Processor_init***");
end;
--- Timer Process ---

--- PROCESS SPECIFICATION ---

$process Timer is

$parameter cp_id: string(1..7) := "CP-";

$import Start_timer: Time;

$outport Sound_alarm: Boolean;

$end;

--- PORT LINKAGES ---

There are no port linkages within this process.

Older versions of $agen required the $link, this one doesn't.

--- TASK SEMANTICS ---

$task Timer is

Interval: Time;
Wake_up: constant Boolean := TRUE;

$begin

wait_for_activity;
Interval := Port_data (Start_timer);
consume (Start_timer);

loop

wait (Interval);
emit (Sound_alarm, Wake_up);

end loop;
$end;
The Weapons Platform (WP) listens to each incoming message.
If it is a command message, the WP gets the current status from it. Only if it is at war does the WP process messages from the sensor satellites. Furthermore, the WP is concerned only with non-relayed sensor messages.

For each message processed, the WP finds the target with the highest probability of kill (Pk). If that Pk is higher than some minimum, it shoots that target.

Figure 5-2. Weapons Platform Architecture.
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— The WP does not bother to count its remaining KEWs; it keeps playing
— the game even after it has exhausted its supply.

— PLATFORM SPECIFICATION

platform Weapons_Platform:= Weapons_Platform is

$parameter wp_id: string(1..7):="-WP-";

$subprocess Weapons_Platform_Processing:= (wp_id),
   KKV_Weapon_TM:= (wp_id),
   Weapons_Platform_Communication_TM:= (wp_id),
   Platform_Data_TM:= (wp_id),
   Orbit_Equation_Of_Motion_TM:= (wp_id);

— The PIG is a predefined subprocess of every platform

$subdata Vector, Order, Track_data, Platform_data_req, Platform_data,
   Cone_msg, Event_Msg;

Send;

— PORT LINKAGES

$with Sensor_Cone_Response_TM_pkg;

$links Weapons_Platform is

$begin

— Exclude the Radar Return TM
exclude_dyn_module(MYSELF,
   Sensor_Cone_Response_TM_pkg.Sensor_Cone_Response_TM_designator);

— Connect Weapons_Platform_Processing to KKV_Weapon_TM
internal_link (Weapons_Platform_Processing.Fire_weapon,
   KKV_Weapon_TM.Target_in);

— Connect Weapons_Platform_Processing to Weapons_Platform_Communication_TM
internal_link (Weapons_Platform_Communication_TM.Sensor_data_rcv,
   Weapons_Platform_Processing.Recv_sensor_msg);

internal_link (Weapons_Platform_Communication_TM.Order_rcv,
   Weapons_Platform_Processing.Recv_status_msg);

— Connect Weapons_Platform_Processing to Platform_Data_TM
internal_link (Weapons_Platform_Processing.Request_wp_data,
   Platform_Data_TM.Req_in);

internal_link (Platform_Data_TM.Data_out,
   Weapons_Platform_Processing.Recv_wp_data);

— Connect PIG to Weapons_Platform_Communication_TM
internal_link (PIG.Beamings,
   Weapons_Platform_Communication_TM.Cone_in);

— Connect PIG to Orbit_Equation_Of_Motion_TM
internal_link (PIG.Events,
   Orbit_Equation_Of_Motion_TM.Event_in);

Send;

— TASK SEMANTICS
— The semantics of this platform are defined within its subprocesses
— Older versions of Sagen required the $task, this one doesn’t

---------------
---

**Weapons_Platform_Processing Process**

---

**THIS PROCESS USES**

---

- Procedure, Find_Pk, to determine probability of kill.
- Function, Aim, to determine the vector for firing the weapon.

---

**SIMULATION TIME USED**

---

- The computing time for this algorithm is \((3 + 0.2/\text{target})\) seconds.

---

**PROCESS SPECIFICATION**

$\text{technology.module Weapons_Platform_Processing is}$

$\text{Parameter wp_id: string(1..7):= "-WP-";}$

$\text{Input Recv._sensor_msg: Track.data,}$
- $\text{Recv._status_msg: Order,}$
- $\text{Recv._wp_data: Platform.data;}$

$\text{Output Fire._weapon: Vector,}$
- $\text{Request._wp_data: Platform_data.req;}$

$\text{end;}$

---

**PORT LINKAGES**

- There are no port linkages within this process
- Older versions of Sagen required the $\text{Slink, this one doesn't}$

---

**TASK SEMANTICS**

\[
\text{with Track.data_rec_ptr_pkg, Vector;}
\]

\[
\text{use Track.data_rec_ptr_pkg, Vector;}
\]

$\text{task Weapons_Platform_Processing is}$

\[
\text{Status._msg: Order;}
\]

\[
\text{Status: Defense_status;}
\]

\[
\text{Sensor.info: Track.data;}
\]

\[
\text{Pk: Float:= 0.0;}
\]

\[
\text{Pk_max: Float:= 0.0;}
\]

\[
\text{wp_data: Platform_data;}
\]

\[
\text{My_position: Vector;}
\]

\[
\text{Best_target: Track.data_rec_ptr;}
\]

\[
\text{Current_target: Track.data_rec_ptr;}
\]

\[
\text{Target_vector: Vector;}
\]

\[
\text{Seed: Integer:= 15;}
\]

\[
\text{Pk_min: constant Float:= 0.2;}
\]

\[
\text{sec: constant= PDL.ticks_per_second;}
\]

\[
\text{km: constant= PDL.units_per_kilometer;}
\]

**procedure Find_Pk (**
- Target: In Track.data_rec_ptr;
- Pk: out Float) is**

**procedure Rand (Seed: in out integer; Num: out float) is**
---

- Returns a float proportional to the random integer
- in the range 0.0 .. 1.0.

\[
A: constant:= 13849;
\]

\[
M: constant:= 65536;
\]

\[
c: constant:= 56963;
\]

begin

---

**UNCLASSIFIED**
Seed := (seed * A + c) mod M;
Num := float(seed) * 1.5258789625E-5;
end rand;

begin
  if Length (My_position - Target.Position) > Float(4500*km) then
    Pk := 0.0;
  else
    Rand (Seed, Pk);
  end if;
end Find_Pk;

function Aim (Target: in Track_Data_rec_ptr;
      My_position: in Vector)
return Vector is
  intercept_point: vector;
  new_target_position: vector;
  distance: float;
  delta_t: float;
  delta_d: float := 1.0;
begin
  new_target_position := target.position;
  while delta_d > 0.00001 loop
    intercept_point := new_target_position;
    distance := length(intercept_point - my_position);
    delta_t := distance / (5.0 * Float(km/sec));
    new_target_position := target.position + (delta_t * target.velocity);
    delta_d := Length (new_target_position - intercept_point);
  end loop;
return intercept_point;
end Aim;
$begin

--- Start at peace
Status := DEFCON7;

begin
  loop
  if Port_length (Recv_status_msg) = 0 and
     Port_length (Recv_sensor_msg) = 0 then
    Wait_for_activity;
  else
    if Status = DEFCON1 then
      Put ("war");
    elsif Status = DEFCON0 then
      Put ("peace");
    end if;
  end if;
$end
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Put (" from ");
Put (Status_msg.Initiator);
Put (" .T- ");
Put (Current_DLtime);
New_line;
end if;
--- *** DEMO MSGS ***
end if;

--- If a sensor msg has arrived, then
If Port_length (Recv_sensor_msg) > 0 then
Sensor_info: = Port_data (Recv_sensor_msg);
Consume (Recv_sensor_msg);

--- If the msg came directly from a sensor (i.e., not a relay) AND
--- current status is DEFCON1, then
If (Sensor_info.Track_list /= null) AND (Status = DEFCON1) then

--- *** DEMO ***
--- Get rid of the extra sensor msgs
for i in 1..Port_length(Recv_sensor_msg) loop
  Consume (Recv_sensor_msg);
end loop;
--- *** DEMO ***

--- If any targets were detected, then
if Sensor_info.Number_of_targets > 0 then

--- Get the current position of the Weapons Platform
Emit (Request_wr_data, 0);
Wait_for_activity ((1->Recv_wr_data.Port));
wr_data: = Port_data (Recv_wr_data);
Consume (Recv_wr_data);
My_position: = wr_data.Position;

--- Pick the best target
Pk_max: = 0.0;
Current_target: = Sensor_info.Track_list;

while (Current_target /= null) loop
  Find_Pk (Current_target, Pk);
  if Pk > Pk_max then
    Pk_max: = Pk;
    Best_target: = Current_target;
  end if;

  --- Get the next target
  Current_target: = Current_target.Next_rec;
end loop;

--- If the Pk is acceptable, then
if Pk_max > = Pk_min then

  --- Aim at the selected target
  Target_vector: = Aim (Best_target, My_position);

  --- Shoot at the target
  Emit (Fire_weapon, Target_vector);

--- *** DEMO MSGS ***
if Current_debug_level > 20 then
  Put (wp_id);
  Put (" fired weapon toward target at ");
  Put (Target_vector);
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Put (", T=");
Put (Current_PDL_time);
New_line;
end if;
*** DEMO MSGS ***
end if;
end if;
end if;

Wait (sec/2);
end if;
end loop;
exception
when others => write_process_full(MYSELF,"**Some error in ");
$end;
--- Sensor Platform Platform Description ---

--- DESCRIPTION ---

- The sensor platform scans the world and sends reports (to everyone) about all detected targets. (Messages are sent regardless of whether targets are detected or not. It also rebroadcasts summaries of sensor messages originated by sensors of higher sensor-ID.

--- PLATFORM SPECIFICATION ---

Sensor Platform Schema:

$parameter sp_id: string(l..7);=

$subprocess Sensor.Platform.Processing:=(sp_id),

---

Figure 5-3. Sensor Platform Architecture.
Sensor Platform Processing

![Diagram of Sensor Platform Processing]

Figure 5.4. Next-Level Decomposition of Sensor Platform Processing

Sensor_Device_TM := (sp_id),
Sensor_Satellite_Communication_TM := (sp_id),
Platform_data_TM := (sp_id);
— The PIG is a predefined sub-process of every platform

$\text{subdata }$ Sense_req, Track_data, Platform_data_req, Platform_data,
   Cone_msg;

Send;

with Sensor_Cone_Response_TM.pkg;
$\text{Links Sensor_Platform ls}$

$\text{begin}$
— Exclude the Radar Return TM
exclude_dyn_module(MYSELF,
   Sensor_Cone_Response_TM.pkg.Sensor_Cone_Response_TM_designator);

— Connect Sensor_Platform_Processing to Sensor_Device_TM
internal_link(Sensor_Platform_Processing.Employ_sensor,
   Sensor_Device_TM.Sense_cmd);

— Connect Sensor_Device_TM to Sensor_Satellite_Communication_TM
   (Since the status msg is not used in this process, we
   — don't need to link to the TM port that sends it.)
internal_link(Sensor_Satellite_Communication_TM.Sensor_data,
   Sensor_Device_TM.Sensor_data);

$\text{end}$
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--- Connect Sensor_Platform_Processing to Platform_Data_TM
internal_link (Sensor_Platform_Processing.Request_sp_data,
Platform_Data_tm.Req_in);
internal_link (Platform_Data_tm.Data_out,
Sensor_Platform_Processing.Recv_sp_data);

--- Connect PIG to Sensor_Satellite_Communication_TM
internal_link (PIG.Beamings,
Sensor_Satellite_Communication_tm.Cone_in);

--- Connect PIG to Sensor_Device_TM
internal_link (PIG.Beamings,
Sensor_Device_tm.Cone_in);

$end;

--- TASK SEMANTICS
--- The semantics of this platform are defined within its subprocesses.
--- Older versions of Sagen required the $task, this one doesn't

--- Sensor_Platform_Processing Process

$process Sensor_Platform_Processing is
$parameter sp_id: string(1..7)="(-SP-)");
$import Recv_sensor_info: Track_data,
Recv_sensor_msg: Track_data,
Recv_sp_data: Platform_data;

$soutport Employ_sensor: Sense_req,
Send_sensor_msg: Track_data,
Request_sp_msg: Platform_data_req;

$subprocess Sense:= (sp_id),
Relay:= (sp_id);
$end;

--- PORT LINKAGES

$links Sensor_Platform_Processing is
$begin
--- Connect Sense to parent (Sensor_Platform_Processing)
inherited_link (Recv_sensor_info,
Sense.Recv_sensor_info);
inherited_link (Sense.Employ_sensor,
Employ_sensor);
inherited_link (Recv_sp_data,
Send.Recv_sp_data);
inherited_link (Sense.Request_sp_data,
Request_sp_data);
inherited_link (Sense.Send_sensor_msg,
Send_sensor_msg);
--- Connect Relay to parent (Sensor_Platform_Processing)
inherited_link (Recv_sensor_msg,
Relay.Recv_sensor_msg);
inherited_link (Relay.Send_sensor_msg,
Send_sensor_msg);

--- TASK SEMANTICS
--- The semantics are defined in the subprocesses Sense and Relay
--- Older versions of Sagen required the $task, this one doesn't

--- Sense Process

--- TASK SPECIFICATION

$process Sense Is

$parameter sp_id: string(1..7):= ("SP-");

$import Recv_sensor_info: Track_data,
    Recv_sp_data: Platform_data;

$output Employ_sensor: Sense_req,
    Request_sp_data: Platform_data_req,
    Send_sensor_msg: Track_data;

Send;

--- PORT LINKAGES
--- There are no port linkages within this process
--- Older versions of Sagen required the $link, this one doesn't

--- TASK SEMANTICS

with Vector_pkg;
use Vector_pkg;
$task Sense Is

sp_data: Platform_data;
My_position: Vector;
Sense_area: Sense_req;
Sensor_info: Track_data;
My_id: Integer: 0;
sec: constant: FDL_ticks_per_second;

function Get_int_id (Id_string: string) return Integer Is
    begin
        case Id_string (7) is
            when '1' => return 1;
            when '2' => return 2;
            when '3' => return 3;
            when '4' => return 4;
            when others =>
                Put_line ("*** ERROR *** - Sense found incorrect id");
                return 0;
        end case;
    end Get_int_id;

$begin

loop
    Get the current position of the Sensor Platform
    Emit (Request_sp_data, 0);
    Wait_for_activity ((1 => Recv_sp_data.Port));

    sp_data:= Port_data (Recv_sp_data);
    Consume (Recv_sp_data);
    My_position:= sp_data.Position;
--- Set the current sense location
--- Sense_area.Axis:=(0.0, 0.0, 0.0) - My_position
--- (0.0, 0.0, 0.0) - destination;
--- Sense_area.Half_angle:= 360.0;
--- Sense_area.Blackout_radius:= 0.0;

--- Send a msg to the sensor module requesting sensor data
Emit (Employ_sensor, ((0.0,0.0,0.0), (0.0,0.0,0.0), 360.0, 0.0));

--- Wait for the sensor data to be returned
Wait_for_activity ((1=>Recv_sensor_info.Port));

--- Read the data from the port
Sensor_info:= Port_data (Recv_sensor_info);

--- Remove that msg from the port queue
Consume (Recv_sensor_info);

--- Complete the message by assigning the sensor id
My_id:= Get_id (sp_id);
Sensor_info.Initiator:= My_id;

--- Send the msg
Emit (Send_sensor_msg, Sensor_info);

--- *** DEMO MSGS ***
If Current_debug_level > 20 then
Put (sp_id);
Put ("sent sensor msg; ");
Put (Sensor_info.Number_of_targets);
Put ("targets detected." );
Put ("T- ");
Put (Current_PDI_time);
New_line;
end if;
--- *** DEMO MSGS ***

Wait (2*sec);
end loop;
exception
Put_line("***Some error in SPP_task***");
$end;

--- Relay Process

--- PROCESS SPECIFICATION
$process Relay is
$parameter sp_id: string(1..7):="--SP--";
$import Recv_sensor_msg: Track_data;
$export Send_sensor_msg: Track_data;
$end;

--- PORT LINKAGES
--- There are no port linkages within this process
--- Older versions of Sagen required the Slink, this one doesn't
--- TASK SEMANTICS
task Relay is

Sensor_msg: Track_data;
My_id: Integer:= 0;
Initiator: Integer:= 0;

sec: constant:= PDL_ticks_per_second;

function Get_int_id (Id_string: string) return Integer is
begin
   case Id_string (7) is
      when '' => return 1;
      when '2' => return 2;
      when '3' => return 3;
      when '4' => return 4;
      when others =>
         Put.line ("*** ERROR *** - Relay found incorrect id");
         return 0;
   end case;
end Get_int_id;

$begin

loop

My_id:= Get_int_id (sp_id);

— If no sensor msgs have arrived, then wait for them.
if Port_length (Recv_sensor_msg) = 0 then
   Wait_for_activity;
else
   — If a sensor msg has arrived from another platform, then
   if Port_length (Recv_sensor_msg) > 0 then
      — Read the msg from the port
      Sensor_msg:= Port_data (Recv_sensor_msg);

      — Remove that msg from the queue
      Consume (Recv_sensor_msg);

      — If the id of the msg initiator is higher than my sensor id
      if Sensor_msg.Initiator > My_id then
         Sensor_msg.Initiator:= My_id;
         Sensor_msg.Track_list:= null;
         Emit (Send_sensor_msg, Sensor_msg);
      end if;
   end if;
end if;

Wait (1*sec);

end loop;

exception

$end;
6. Threat Architecture

The threat architecture is a `Russian_Missile_Base_Platform` that launches one missile every twenty seconds. The missile description is given in the `Russian_Missile_Platform` code. Basically, the missile is launched from the missile base by the `Russian_Missile_Launcher`. The launcher computes the target and the trajectory of the missile, and then creates a missile platform with the given trajectory.

The `Russian_Missile_Platform` contains two technology modules. One module returns sensor echos when beamed by a sensor, and the other module determines the result of collisions.

```
------- RUSSIAN_MISSILE_BASE_PLATFORM -------
$platform Russian_Missile_Base_Platform:=Russian_Missile_Base is
    $subprocesses Russian_Missile_Launcher_TM:= (id), Russian_Missile_Base_BMC3:= (id);
    $parameter id:string(1..7):="R_BASE ";
    $subdata Target;
$end;

with Sensor_Cone_Response_TM_pkg;
$links Russian_Missile_Base_Platform is
$begin
    internallink(Russian.Missile_Base_BMC3.target.out, Russian_Missile_Launcher_TM.target.in);
    exclude_dyn_module(MYSEL.Pkg.Sensor.Cone_Response_TM.pkg.Sensor_Cone_Response_TM_designator);
    exception
        when others => put_line("****Some error in Russ_Miss_Base_Platform****");
$end;

------- RUSSIAN_MISSILE_BASE_BMC3 -------
$process Russian_Missile_Base_BMC3 is
    $outport target_out:Target;
    $parameter platform_id:string(1..7):="-";
$end;

with math, random;
use math, random;
$task Russian_Missile_Base_BMC3 is
    target_lat: float;
    target_long: float;
    seed: integer:= 21;
    MISSILE_LIMIT: constant:= 20;
    SECONDS: constant:= PDL_ticks_per_second;
$begin
    for i in 1..MISSILE_LIMIT loop
        rand(seed,target_lat);
        target_lat:= target_lat * 15.0 + 30.0;
        rand(seed,target_long);
        target_long:= target_long * 45.0 + 240.0;
        emit(target.out,(target_lat,target_long));
        wait(PDL.duration.type(20 * SECONDS));
    end loop;
    exception
        when others => put_line("****Some error in Russ_Miss_Base_BMC3_TM_task****");
```
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--------- RUSSIAN_MISSILE_LAUNCHER_TM ---------

$technology_module Russian_Missile_Launcher_tm is
$import target_in: Target;
$parameter platform_id: string(1..7) = ("---");
$end;

with Vector_pkg, Vector_Jo, Math, Russian_Missile_Platform_pkg, latituden_longitude;
use Vector_pkg, Vector_Jo;
$task Russian_Missile_Launcher_tm is
use Russian_Missile_Platform_pkg,
 Russian_Missile_Platform_CR_pkg, latituden_longitude,
 Cones_n_Platforms.eqn_motion_pkg;
use Russian_Missile_Platform_PARAM_pkg;
use Math;
SECONDS: constant := PDL_ticks_per_second;
km: constant := PDL_units_per_kilometer;
current_target: Target;
my_latitude: constant := 55.8/180.0 * Pi;
my_longitude: constant := 37.9/180.0 * Pi;
mu: constant := (3.98633e5 * (km ** 3)) / (SECONDS * SECONDS);
missile_eom: eqn_motion_type;
next_eom_rec: eqn_motion_type;
init_pos: Vector;
temp: float;
flight_time: float;
delta_t: PDL_duration_type;
target_site: Vector;
normal: Vector;
perigee: Vector;
inclination: float;
omega: float;
phi: float;
xref, yref: float;
delta_1: float;
v_min: float;
gamma: float;
axis: float;
eccentricity: float;
mean_motion: float;
theta: float;
E, sin_of_E: float;
tau: float;
A1, A12, A13: float;
A21, A22, A23: float;
c1, c2: float;
mean_anom: float;
Ecc_Anom: float;
missile_num: integer := 1;
missile_parm: Russian_Missile_Platform_parameterization_ptr;
$begin
init_pos: = location(my_latitude, my_longitude);
temp: = length(init_pos);
temp: = (temp + 1.01*10)/temp;
init_pos: = init_pos * temp
loop
wait_for_activity((l->targetjn.Port),Startime => 0);
current_target:= port_data(target.in);
consume(target.in);
target_site:= location(current_target.latitude,
current_target.longitude);
if current_debug_level > 10 then
  put("("); put(platform_id); put(")");
  put("(RMIBLAUN) launch request: ");
  put(target_site);
  put_line(" ");
end if;
normal.x:= init_pos.y * target_site.z
- init_pos.z * target_site.y;
normal.y:= init_pos.z * target_site.x
- init_pos.x * target_site.z;
normal.z:= init_pos.x * target_site.y
- init_pos.y * target_site.x;
inclination:= arc.cos(normal.z/length(normal));
omega:= arctan(- normal.x / normal.y);
phi:= arc.cos((init_pos * target_site)
/length(init_pos) * length(target_site))
/2.0;
perigee:= (-1.0) * (init_pos + target_site);
xref:= abs(normal.y);
yref:= abs(normal.x);
de1:= arc.cos( 
  (xref*perigee.x + yref*perigee.y)
  /((sqrt(xref*xref + yref*yref) * length(perigee))
); 
if perigee.z < 0.0 then
  de1:= de1 + pi;
end if;
v_min:= sqrt((2.0 * sin(phi)) / (1.0 + sin(phi)));
gamma:= arc.sin(cos(phi))/2.0;
axis:= Re / (2.0 - v_min*v_min);
eccentricity:= sqrt((1.0 - v_min*v_min*(2.0-v_min**2.0))
  + (sin(gamma)**2.0));
mean_motion:= sqrt(mu/axis**3.0);
theta:= pi - phi;
sin_ofE:= sqrt((1.0 - eccentricity*eccentricity)*sin(theta)
  /((1.0 + eccentricity * cos(theta)));
E:= arc.sin(sin_ofE);
if j in 1..19 loop
  mean_anom:= mean_motion*(float(integrated(de1)) + tau);
  Ecc.Anom:= mean_anom
  + eccentricity * sin(mean_anom)
  + eccentricity * eccentricity * sin(2.0*mean_anom)/2.0
  + (eccentricity ** 3.0)/2.0
  * sin(mean_anom) ** 2.0 * cos(mean_anom)
  + (eccentricity ** 4.0)/6.0;
end if;
* sin(mean_anom) ** 3.0 * cos(mean_anom);
c1 := axis * (cos(Ecc.Anom) - eccentricity);
c2 := axis * sqrt(1.0 - eccentricity * eccentricity)
* sin(Ecc.Anom);
next_eom_rec.position.x := a11*c1 + a21*c2;
next_eom_rec.position.y := a12*c1 + a22*c2;
next_eom_rec.position.z := a13*c1 + a23*c2;
if j < 19 then
  next_eom_rec.next_rec := new_eqn_motion_rec;
  next_eom_rec := next_eom_rec.next_rec;
  next_eom_rec.delta_t := delta_t;
end if;
end loop;
missile_param := new Russian_Missile_Platform_parameterization;
missile_param.id := "RMiss ";
put(missile_param.id(6..7), missile_num);
if current_debug_level > 50 then
  put("("); put(platform_id); put(")");
  put_line("(RMBAUIN) Launching missile now.");
end if;
Russian_Missile_Platform_cr_pkg.create_platform("
Russian_Missile_Platform_designator,
  param => missile_param,
  initial_position => init_pos,
  eqn_motion => missile_eom,
  expected_lifetime =>
  ptrl_duration_type(Flight_time));
  missile_num := missile_num + 1;
  wait(0);
end loop;

exception
  when others => put_line("****Some error in Russ_Miss_Launch_TM_task****");
$end;

-------- RUSSIAN_MISSILE_PLATFORM --------

$platform Russian_Missile_Platform := Russian_Missile is
$subprocesses Russian_Missile_TM := (id);
$parameter id: string(1..7) := ("missile");
$subdata Platform_Msg, Event_Msg;
$end;

with Platform_Collision_TM.pkg;
$links Russian_Missile_Platform is
$begin
  internal_link(pgl COLLISIONS, Russian_Missile_TM.part_in);
  internal_link(pgl EVENTS, Russian_Missile_TM.event_in);
  exclude_dyn_module(MYSELF,
    Platform_Collision_TM.pkg.Platform_Collision_TM.designator);

  exception
    when others => put_line("****Some error in Russ_Miss_Platform init****");
$end;
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-------- RUSSIAN_MISSILE_TM --------

$technology_mod: Russian_Missile := is
$import part_in:Platform_Msg,
event_in:Event_Msg;
$parameter platform_id:string(1..7):="---";
$end;

with Vector_pkg, Vector_IO;
use Vector_pkg, Vector_IO;
$task Russian_Missile is
use Conex_n_Platforms.interface_procs;
SECONDS: constant := PDL_ticks_per_second;
pos: vector;
which_port: integer;
$begin
loop
wait_for_activity((event_in.Port,part_in.Port),which_port,
  StartTime => 0,Time_out=>SECONDS);
if which_port=1 then
  consume(event_in);
  put("(");
  put(platform_id);
  put(")");
  put_list("(RMISSTM) Now I'm dead (R.I.P.)");
  destroy_self;
end if;
if which_port=2 then
  consume(part_in);
  destroy_self;
end if;
if current_debug_level > 20 then
  put(");
  put(platform_id);
  put(")");
  put("(RMISSTM) position update: ");
  put(pos);
  put("at t = ");
  put_Current_FDL_time,
  new_line;
end if;
end loop;
exception
  when others => write_process_full(MYSELF,"***Some error in ",");
$end;
7. Technology Modules

The following contains all the technology modules referenced in the preceding SAGEN code. This includes the KKV_Platform, the Communication modules, the Sensor_Response module, and others.

7.1. KKV Technology

The KKVs are launched by the KKV_Weapon_TM technology module. This module will launch up to 12 KKVs. The KKV_Platform represents a projectile. This platform contains two technology module. The Platform_Collision_TM determines the result of a collision and the Tracker_TM periodically prints the location of the KKV.

```
----- KKV_WEAPON_TM -----

with KKV_Platform_pkg;
Stechnology_module kkv_Weapon_tm is
  $import target_in:Vector;
  $parameter platform_id:string(1..7); ("-KKV-");
  $end;

with Vector_io;
use Vector_io;
Staask kkv_Weapon_tm is
  use Cones_n_Platforms.interface_procs,Cones_n_Platforms.eqn_motion_pkg,
    KKV_Platform_pkg,PKV_Platform_pkg,PKV_Platform_CP_pkg;
  use KKV_Platform_PARAM_pkg;
  KM: constant = FDL_units_per_kilometer;
  SECONDS: constant = FDL_ticks_per_second;
  current_target: Vector;
  KKV_LIMIT: integer:= 12;
  kkv_param: KKV_Platform_parameterization_ptr;
  kkv_id: string(1..7):="-KKV-";
  kkv_com: eqn_motion_type;
  init_pos: point_type;
  distance: float;
  flight_time: FDL_duration_type;
  temp: float;

$begin
  while KKV_LIMIT > 0 loop
    wait_for_activity((1->target_in.Port),Startime => 0);
    current_target:= port_data(target_in);
    consume(target_in);
    init_pos:= platform_position;
    temp:= length(init_pos);
    temp:= (temp - 1.01*KM_temp;
    init_pos:= init_pos * temp;
    distance:= length(current_target - init_pos);
    flight_time:= FDL_duration_type(integer(1)
      distance / float(5 * KM / SECONDS)));
    kkv_com:= new eqn_motion_rec;
    kkv_com.position:= current_target;
    kkv_com.delta_t:= flight_time;
    kkv_com.next_rec:= null;
    kkv_param:= new KKV_Platform_parameterization;
    kkv_param.owner:= platform_id;
    put(kkv_id(6..7),13 - KKV_LIMIT);
```
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```plaintext
kkv_param.id := kkv_id;
kkv_Platform_CP_pkg.create_platform(kkv_Platform_designator,
  param  -> kkv_param,
  init_pos  -> init_pos,
  eqn_motion  -> kkv_eqn,
  expected_lifetime  -> flight_time);
kkv LIMIT := kkv LIMIT - 1;
wait(0);
end loop;
loop
  wait_for_activity(1->target_in.Port,StartTime  -> 0);
  consume(target_in);
  wait(0);
end loop;

exception
  when others  -> put_line("****Some error in KKV_Weapon_TM_task****");
end;

-------- KKV_PLATFORM_PKG --------

$platform kkv_Platform := kkv is
$parameters owner:string(1..7) := ("---"), id:string(1..7) := ("--KKV--");
$end;

with Sensor_Cone_Response_TM_pkg;
$link kkv_Platform is
$begin
  exclude_dyn_module(MYSELF,
    Sensor_Cone_Response_TM_pkg.Sensor_Cone_Response_TM_designator);

  exception
    when others  -> put_line("****Some error in KKV_Platform_init****");
$end;

-------- TRACKER_TM --------

$dynamic_tech_module Tracker_TM := TRACKER_TM is
$end;

with Vector_pkg,Vector_io;
use Vector_pkg,Vector_io;
$task Tracker(TM) is
  use Cones_n_Planes.interface_procs;
use FLT_io;
pos: vector;
Seconds: constant := PDL_ticks_per_second;
$begin
  loop
    wait(Seconds);
    if current_debug_level >= 0 then
      put("("); write_process_full(MYSELF,"(","),end_of_line->false);
      put(" current position: ");
      pos: = platform_position;
      put(pos);
      put(" at t = ");
```
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put(float(Current_Pul_time)/float(Seconds),3,4,0);
put_line(" seconds.");
end if;
wait(0);
end loop;

exception
  when others => write_process_full(MYSELF,"***Some error in ", "***");
end;
7.2. Communications Technology

The communication technology is used to send and receive messages via SADMT cones. The *Ground_Station_Communication_TM* transmits orders from the *Command_Post* and receives sensor data from the *Sensor_Platforms*.

-------- GROUND_STATION_COMMUNICATION_TM --------

```
$technology_module Ground_Station_Communication_TM is
 $import cone_in:Cone_Msg,
  order_xmit:Order;
 $output sensor_data_rcv:Track_Data;
 $parameter platform_id:string(1..7):="-----";
 $cone Order_ptr;
 $end;

with Track_Data_ptr_pkg;
$task Ground_Station_Communication_TM is
 use Track_Data_ptr_pkg;
 current_order: Order;
 o_ptr: Order_ptr;
 wmsg: Cone_Msg;
 sensor_data: Track_Data;
 d_ptr: Track_Data_ptr;
 m_ptr: pus_magic_ptr;
$begin
 o_ptr:= new Order;
 loop
  wait_for_activity((order_xmit.Port,cone_in.Port),StartTime => 0);
  if Port_length(order_xmit) /= 0 then
   current_order:= port_data(order_xmit);
   consume(order_xmit);
   o_ptr.all:= current_order;
   wait(1);
   create_cone(Command_Transmission, data => o_ptr);
  elsif Port_length(cone_in) /= 0 then
   wmsg:= port_data(cone_in);
   consume(cone_in);
   if wmsg.designator = Sensor_Data_Transmission then
    d_ptr:= cast_magic_ptr_into_track_data_ptr(wmsg.data);
    sensor_data:= d_ptr.all;
    wait(1);
    emit(sensor_data_rcv, sensor_data);
   end if;
  end if;
  wait(0);
 end loop;

exception
 when others => put_line("****Some error in Gnd_Stat_Com_TM_task****");
$end;
```

The *Sensor_Satellite_Communication_TM* broadcasts sensor data to all other platforms, and it receives orders from the *Command_Post* and sensor data from other sensors.


$import cone_in:Cone_Msg, 
sensor_data_xmit:Track_Data;
$import order_rcv:Order, 
sensor_data_rcv:Track_Data;
$param platform_id:string(1..7):="--------";
$import Track_Data_ptr;
$Send;

with Order_ptr_pkg, Track_Data_ptr_pkg;
$Task Sensor_Satellite_Communication_TM is
 use Order_ptr_pkg, Track_Data_ptr_pkg;
 wmsg: Cone_Msg;
 current_order: Order;
o_ptr: Order_ptr;
sensor_data: Track_Data;
d_ptr: Track_Data_ptr;
 which_port: integer;
$begin
 d_ptr:= new Track_Data;
 loop
 wait_for_activity((sensor_data_xmit.Port,cone_in.Port),which_port,StartTime => 0);
 if which_port=1 then
 sensor_data:= port_data(sensor_data_xmit);
 consume(sensor_data_xmit);
 d_ptr.all:= sensor_data;
 wait(1);
 create_cone(Sensor_Data_Transmission, data => d_ptr);
 elsif which_port = 2 then
 wmsg:= port_data(cone_in);
 consume(cone_in);
 if wmsg.designator = Command_Transmission then
 o_ptr:= cast_magic_ptr_into_order_ptr(wmsg.data);
 current_order:= o_ptr.all;
 wait(1);
 emit(order_rcv, current_order);
 elsif wmsg.designator = Sensor_Data_Transmission then
 d_ptr:= cast_magic_ptr_into_track_data_ptr(wmsg.data);
 sensor_data:= d_ptr.all;
 wait(1);
 emit(sensor_data_rcv, sensor_data);
 end if;
 end if;
 wait(0);
 end loop;

 exception
 when others => put_line("****Some error in Sensor_Sat_Com_Tm_task****");
$Send;

--------- PLATFORM_COMMUNICATION_TM ---------

$technology_module Weapons_Platform_Communication_TM is
$import cone_in: Cone_Msg;
$order order_rcv: Order,
sensor_data_rcv: Track_Data;
$parameter platform_id:string(1..7):="----";
$end;

with Order_ptr_pkg, Track_Data_ptr_pkg;
$task Weapons_Platform_Communication_TM is
use Order_ptr_pkg, Track_Data_ptr_pkg;
 wmsg: Cone_Msg;
 current_order: Order;
o_ptr: Order_ptr;
sensor_data: Track_Data;
d_ptr: Track_Data_ptr;
$begin
loop
 wait_for_activity((1=>cone_in.Port),StartTime => 0);
wmsg := port_data(cone_in);
 consume(cone_in);
 if wmsg.designator = Command_Transmission then
 o_ptr := cast_magic_ptr_into_order_ptr(wmsg.data);
 current_order := o_ptr.all;
 wait(1);
 emit(order_rcv, current_order);
extif wmsg.designator = Sensor_Data_Transmission then
 d_ptr := cast_magic_ptr_into_track_data_ptr(wmsg.data);
 sensor_data := d_ptr.all;
 wait(1);
 emit(sensor_data_rcv, sensor_data);
 end if;
wait(0);
end loop;

exception
 when others => put_line("***Some error in Platform_Com_TM_task***");
$end;
7.3. Other Technology Modules

The $Orbit\_Equation\_of\_Motion\_TM$ is a stub process. Currently this process acknowledge the SADMT $Event\_Msg$; however, a new equation of motion is not generated by this TM.

\[
\text{----------- ORBIT\_EQUATION\_OF\_MOTION\_TM -----------}
\]

Technology_module Orbit\_Equation\_of\_Motion\_TM is
$\text{import}\ event\_in: Event\_Msg;$
$\text{parameter}\ platform\_id: string(1..7): = "---";$
$\text{end};$

$\text{task}\ Orbit\_Equation\_of\_Motion\_TM is$
$\text{emsg: Event\_Msg;}$
$\text{begin}$
$\text{loop}$
$\text{wait}\_\text{for}\_\text{activity}(1=>\text{event}\_\text{in}.\text{Port}),\text{StartTime} => 0);$
$\text{emsg} => \text{port\_data(}\text{event}\_\text{in});$
$\text{consume(}\text{event}\_\text{in});$
$\text{if}\ emsg = \text{end\_of\_eqn\_motion}\ \text{then}$
$\text{put\_line("(end-of-eqn-motion).");}$
$\text{put\_line(" & " Computing new eqn-of-motion now.");}$
$\text{else}$
$\text{put\_line("(NOT end-of-eqn-motion.");}$
$\text{end if};$
$\text{wait}(0);$  
$\text{end}\ \text{loop};$

$\text{exception}\$
$\text{when}\ \text{others} => \text{put\_line("****Some error in Orbit\_Eqn\_Mot\_TM\_task****"));}$
$\text{end};$

The $Platform\_DATA\_TM$ returns information concerning physical properties of the platform. This includes the platforms mass, equation of motion, speed, and so on.

\[
\text{----------- PLATFORM\_DATA\_TM -----------}
\]

Technology_module Platform\_Data\_TM is
$\text{import}\ req\_in: Platform\_Data\_Req;$
$\text{export}\ data\_out: Platform\_Data;$
$\text{parameter}\ platform\_id: string(1..7): = "---";$
$\text{end};$

$\text{with}\ Vector\_pkg, Vector\_io;$
$\text{use}\ Vector\_pkg, Vector\_io;$
$\text{task}\ Platform\_Data\_TM is$
$\text{use}\ Cones\_n\ Platforms.interface\_procs;$
$\text{use}\ FLT\_io;$
$\text{part\_data: Platform\_Data;}$
$\text{phys\_block: physical\_stuff\_block;}$
$\text{begin}$
$\text{loop}$
$\text{wait}\_\text{for}\_\text{activity}(1=>\text{req}\_\text{in}.\text{Port}),\text{StartTime} => 0);$
$\text{consume(}\text{req}\_\text{in});$
$\text{phys\_block} => \text{get}\_\text{physical}\_\text{stuff};$
$\text{part\_data}\_\text{designator} => \text{get}\_\text{my}\_\text{type};$
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part_data.mass = phys_block.mass;
part_data.eqn_motion = phys_block.eqn_motion;
part_data.current_eqn_motion_segment =
  phys_block.current_eqn_segment;
part_data.when_arrived_this_segment =
  phys_block.when_arrived_this_segment;
part_data.when_leaving_this_segment =
  phys_block.when_leaving_this_segment;
part_data.position = platform_position;
part_data.speed = phys_block.speed_this_segment;
part_data.velocity =
  (phys_block.where_at_end_of_segment -
  phys_block.where_at_start_of_segment) /
  phys_block.delta_t_this_segment;
emit(data_out, part_data);
wait(0);
end loop;

exception
  when others -> put_line("***Some error in Platform_Info_TM_task***");
end;

The Sensor_Cone_Response_TM listens to all beamings and ignores all but the Sensor_Cone
beamings. When a Sensor_Cone beaming is detected, this TM returns a Sensor_Cone_Reflection
to the platform that originated the Sensor_Cone.

***** SENSOR_CONE_RESPONSE_TM *****

$dynamic_tech_module Sensor_Cone_Response_TM := SENSOR_CONE_RESPONSE is
Scone_inport cone_in;
Scone Track_Data_rec_ptr;
end;

with Vector_io, Sensor_Cone_pkg;
with Track_Data_rec_ptr_pkg;
use Vector_io, Sensor_Cone_pkg;
$task Sensor_Cone_Response_TM is
  use Cones_n_Plaforms.interface_procs;
  wmsg: Cone_Msg;
  part_data: Track_Data_rec_ptr;
  eom: eqn_motion_type;
$begin
  part_data := new Track_Data_rec;
  part_data.next_rec := null;
  loop
    wait_for_activity((1->cone_in.Port), StartTime => 0);
    wmsg := port_data(cone_in);
    consume(cone_in);
    if wmsg.designator = Sensor_Cone then
      part_data.position := platform_position;
      eom := null;
      part_data.velocity := (0.0, 0.0, 0.0);
      create_cone(Sensor_Cone_Reflection,
        RetAddr => wmsg.initiator_id,
        data => part_data);
    end if;
    wait(0);
  end loop;
exception
when others => write_process_full(MYSELF, "****Some error in ", ");
$end;

The Sensor_Device_TM waits for a signal to arrive on its sense_cmd port. When the signal
arrives, it transmits a Sensor_Cone and wait for echos. As the echos are received, a track file is
constructed. After all of the echos have been received, the track file is passed over the outport
to the sensor platform.

-------- SENSOR_DEVICE_TM --------

$technology_module Sensor_Device_TM is
  $import cone_in:Cone_Msg,
sense_cmd:Sense_Req;
  $outport sensor_data:Track_Data;
  $parameter platform_id:string(1..7):= ("--");
  $cone Sense_Req_ptr;
$end;

with Vector_jo,Track_Data_rec_ptr_pkg,Sensor_Cone_pkg;
use Vector_jo,Track_Data_rec_ptr_pkg,Sensor_Cone_pkg;
$task Sensor_Device_TM is
  use Cones.n_Platforms.interface_procs;
  use FLT_jo;
  cmd: Sense_Req;
  wmsg: Cone_Msg;
  data: Track_Data_rec;
  track_info: Track_Data;
  new_node: Track_Data_rec_ptr:= null;
$begin
loop
  if Port_length(sense_cmd) = 0 and then
    Port_length(cone_in ) = 0 then
      wait_for_activity;
  elsif Port_length(cone_in ) /= 0 then
    consume(cone_in);
  else
    cmd:= port_data(sense_cmd);
    consume(sense_cmd);
    create_cone(Sensor_Cone, cone->cmd);
    wait(1);
    track_info.track_list:= null;
    track_info.number_of_targets:= 0;
    while Port_length(cone_in ) /= 0 loop
      wmsg:= port_data(cone_in);
      consume(cone_in);
      if wmsg.designator = Sensor_Cone_Reflected then
        new_node:= cast_magic_pr_into_track_data_rec_ptr(
          wmsg.data);
        data:= new_node.all;
        new_node:= new_track_data_rec;
        new_node.all:= data;
        new_node.next_rec:= track_info.track_list;
        track_info.track_list:= new_node;
        track_info.number_of_targets:=
          track_info.number_of_targets + 1;
        wait(1);
      end loop;
    emit(sensor_data,track_info);
    if track_info.number_of_targets = 0 then
      if current_debug_level > 60 then
        put("(");
      put(platform_id);
      put("")
      put("(SENSORD) No targets; killing of platform now.");
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end if;
destroy_self;
end if;
end if;
wait(0);
end loop;

exception
when others => put_line("****Some error in Sensor_Device_TM****");
end;

The Platform_Collision_TM is simple. This TM destroys the host platform as soon as a collision is detected.

-------- PLATFORM_COLLISION_TM --------

$dynamic_tech_module Platform_Collision_TM := PLATFORM_COLLISION_TM is
$platform_import part_in;
$end;

with Vector_pkg, Vector_io;
use Vector_pkg, Vector_io;
$task Platforms_Collision_TM is
use Cones_n_Platforms._interface_procs;
pos: vector;
$begin
loop
wait_for_activity((1=>part_in.Pos), StartTime => 0);
consume(part_in);
write_process_full(MYSELF,"(",",",false);
put_line("(PARTCOL) Now I'm dead (R.I.P.)");
destroy_self;
wait(0);
end loop;
exception
when others => write_process_full(MYSELF,"****Some error in ",****);
$end;
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